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Lesson 1  
“In the beginning God created the heaven and the earth” (Gen. 1:1). There are many deep truths in that simple text, one of the 
most profound being that the universe itself had a beginning. While that idea might not seem so radical to us today, it goes against 
the long-held belief in an eternally existing creation. Not until the twentieth century, when the “Big Bang” model of origins took 
hold, did the notion that the universe had a beginning gain general acceptance. Until then many believed that it had always 
existed. Many people resisted the concept of the universe having been created because that implied some sort of Creator. (In fact, 
the name “Big Bang” was intended to mock the notion of a created universe.) But the evidence that the universe had a beginning 
has become so strong that nearly all scientists have accepted it, at least for now (scientific views, even those once deemed 
sacrosanct, are often changed or refuted). http://absg.adventist.org/Archives.htm 

Lesson 2  
The Bible starts with the story of Creation, and the Creation story starts with a statement that God is Creator. It then describes the 
condition of the world when God began to prepare it for occupancy. When the story begins, the planet is already here but 
unformed, unfilled, dark, and wet. The succeeding verses describe how God first formed the world into an inhabitable place and 
then filled it with living creatures. The text does not tell us exactly when the rocks and water of the earth came into existence, only 
that the world had not always been suitable for life. The world became fit for living creatures only because God acted to make it 
so. When the earth was first brought into existence, it was unsuitable for life. The Bible says nothing about the time period 
between the original creation of the rocks and water and the creation of the environment and the creatures. Some scholars think it 
might have been immediately; others that it may have been after a long period of time. The simple fact is, we don’t know, nor 
does it really matter. Whatever the case, the material of the earth was created by God and then, at the time of His choosing, He 
created a suitable environment for life. http://absg.adventist.org/Archives.htm 

Lesson 3  
A third possibility is that the sun was already in existence but was obscured by clouds or volcanic dust and was not visible or fully 
functional until the fourth day. One can compare this possibility with the planet Venus, where a similar situation occurs today. 

Both publications claim that the earth is billions of years PLUS a worldwide flood and also that humans have only been here 
6,000 years! Such theology comes from Jehovah's Witness publications which can be downloaded off the internet [www.jw.org] 
or obtained from a local Kingdom Hall. 

The Pathway to Peace and Happiness, 2010, Watchtower Society, New York. 
The Bible: What Is Its Message? 2012, Watchtower Society, New York 
Knowledge That Leads To Everlasting Life, 1995, Watchtower Society, New York. 
What Does The Bible Really Teach? 2009, Watchtower Society, New York. 
Mankind’s Search For God, 2006, Watchtower Society, New York. 
Life. How Did It Get Here, 2006, Watchtower Society, New York. 
Was Life Created? 2010, Watchtower Society, New York. 
The Origin Of Life, 2010, Watchtower Society, New York. 

Science And The Genesis Account  
www.jw.org  

Genesis does not teach that the earth and the universe were created in six 24-hour days just a few thousand years ago. 
Many people claim that science disproves the Bible's account of creation. However, the real contradiction is, not between 

science and the Bible, but between science and the opinions of Christian Fundamentalists. Some of these groups falsely assert that 
according to the Bible, all physical creation was produced in six 24-hour days approximately 10,000 years ago. 

The Bible, however, does not support such a conclusion. If it did, then many scientific discoveries over the past one 
hundred years would indeed discredit the Bible. A careful study of the Bible text reveals no conflict with established scientific 
facts. For that reason, Jehovah's Witnesses disagree with Christian Fundamentalists and many creationists. The following shows 
what the Bible really teaches.  

When was "the beginning"? The Genesis account opens with the simple, powerful statement: "In the be-ginning God 
created the heavens and the earth." (Genesis 1:1) A number of Bible scholars agree that this statement describes an action separate 
from the creative days recounted from verse 3 on-ward. The implication is profound. Ac-cording to the Bible's opening words, the 
universe, including our planet, Earth, was in existence for an indefinite time before the creative days began.  
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Geologists estimate that the earth is 4 billion years old, and astronomers calculate that the universe may be as much as 15 
billion years old. Do these findings—or their potential future refinements—contradict Genesis 1:1? No. The Bible does not 
specify the actual age of "the heavens and the earth." Science is not at odds with the Biblical text. [Is There A Creator? 2010, 
Watchtower Society, New York.]  

Bryan Ball's Claims Rebutted 
False Claim  
According to Clive Webster the Earth existed in darkness billions of years before the creation week. GRI claims that this fits in 
with the Big Bang Theory, radioactive dating. 

Rebuttal  
According to the Big Bang Theory, radioactive dating the Earth never sat in darkness. According to the Big Bang theory the Sun 
existed prior to the Earth. There is no scientific evidence that the Earth ever sat in darkness for billions of years. 

False Claim  
The Earth was covered with water in the beginning and dry land appeared later on, this fits in with the Big Bang Theory, 
radioactive dating. 

Rebuttal  
According to the Big Bang Theory the Earth was formed from a molten gas cloud. It was not covered with water in the beginning. 

False Claim 
God made dry land 6,000 years ago. You can accept radioactive dating and the Big Bang at the same time. 

Rebuttal 
According to radioactive dating the Hawaii islands rose out of the ocean 60 million years ago. 

False Claim 
Dry land was created in just 24 hours. 

Rebuttal 
According to radioactive dating the Rocky Mountains took million of years to rise out of the ocean. 

False Claim  
According to the book of Genesis the Moon was made billions of years ago. Genesis 1:14-19. This fits in with radioactive dating. 

Rebuttal 
According to radiometric dating life first appeared on earth billions of years ago. 

False Claim 
You can accept radiometric dating and the rocks are millions of years old and the fossils are 6,000 years old. 
 
Rebuttal 
Radiometric dating does not teach anything like this. Radiometric dating teaches they are both millions of years. 

False Claim 
If Clive Webster’s claims radiometric dating is wrong where does he get the millions of years from? 

Rebuttal 
If radiometric dating of rocks is right then the dating of fossils is just as right. 

False Claim  
You can accept radiometric dating and the story of Adam and Eve bring death and suffering into the world 6,000 years ago. 

Rebuttal 
According to radiometric dating there was death and suffering on Earth million of years before humans. 

False Claim 
You can accept radiometric dating and the story of Noah’s Flood being worldwide. 

Rebuttal  
According to radiometric dating the fossil deposits and sedimentary rocks wre formed slowly and gradually over millions of 
years. 
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False Claim 
You can accept radiometric dating and the story of Noah took two of every kind of animal on beard the ark. 

Rebuttal 
According to radiometric dating thousands of species died before humans ever existed. 

False Claim 
The Earth sat in darkness for billions of years and God made plants on day three of the creation week. 

Rebuttal  
According to radiometric dating blue-green algae appeared on Earth over one billion years ago. The Earth has been spinning on 
its axis and receiving sunlight every day since then. 

False Claim  
According to Clive Webster the Solar System and the Sun and Earth formed billions of years ago. 6,000 years ago God said “Let 
there be light.” 

Rebuttal  
If the Sun had been in existence for billions of years why did God say “Let there be light?” The earth had been receiving light for 
millions of years prior the creation week. 

False Claim 
God created the Earth in Genesis 1:1 and then billions of years later He created it again a second time. 

Rebuttal 
According to Exodus 20:8-11 he created it once only in the creation week. 

False Claim  
God created the Earth in Genesis 1:1 during an unknown duration of time and then billions of years later He created it again a 
second time in six literal days. 

Rebuttal 
According to Exodus 31:17 he took six days only. 
 
False Claim 
The Earth was created in “the beginning” and then it sat in darkness for billions of years. After billions of years of darkness God 
created Adam and Eve. 

Rebuttal 
According to Matthew 19:4-6 God made Adam and Eve in “the beginning.” 

False Claim  
There were two separate creation acts billions of years apart. He created the Earth in the beginning [Genesis 1:1] The creation 
week began billions of years later [Genesis 1:3] 

Rebuttal  
Hebrews 4:3, 4 states all of God’s works were done in the beginning. On the seventh day he rested from all his works. All his 
works were done when he made the foundations of the Earth. 

False Claim 
The creation week begins in Genesis 1:3 and each day is 24 hours long. 

Rebuttal  
If the creation week began in Genesis 1:3 day one would only be 12 hours long because the first half [Evening] of the day is 
missing. Leviticus 23:32; Mark 1:32. 

False Claim 
The creation week begins in Genesis 1:3 and creation week is 168 hours long. 

Rebuttal  
If the creation week began in Genesis 1:3 day one would only be 154 hours long because the first half [Evening] of the first day is 
missing. Leviticus 23:32; Mark 1:32. 

False Claim  
The creation week begins in Genesis 1:3 and the seventh day Sabbath begins at sunset Friday and ends sunset Saturday. 
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Rebuttal  
If the creation week began in Genesis 1:3, the day would begin at sunrise because the daylight part of the day would come first. 
Leviticus 23:32; Mark 1:32. It would not be evening then morning, but would be in the opposite order, morning then evening. 

False Claim 
The science faculty at Loma Linda University fully accepts creationism and the book of Genesis. 

Rebuttal  
The science faculty at Loma Linda University fully accepts evolution. Professor H. Paul Buchheim, [LLU] Has been working with 
professor Stanley Awramik and written papers affirming that life appeared on earth 1,000 million years ago. 
http://www.llu.edu/science-technology/ebs/buchheim/buchheim.page? 
 
“Paul Buchheim is a collaborator on this research. Stromatolite diversity through time. Stromatolites undergo intervals of 
increasing and decreasing diversity and abundance. With stromatolites, the waxing and waning of diversity is most prominent 
during the last 2000 million years of the pre-Phanerozoic (from 2500 to 544 million years ago). The diversity patterns that I've 
established can be broadly correlated to some of the major changes that took place on the pre-Phanerozoic Earth.” 
http://www.geol.ucsb.edu/faculty/awramik/  

False Claim 
The science faculty at Loma Linda University does not believe in the geological column. 

Rebuttal  
Professor Kevin E. Nick states on his page that accepting the standard uniformitarian geological column and radiometric is 
mandatory at LLU geology courses. One of the signatures on the document is Benjamin L. Clausen, Associate Professor of 
Geophysics. Benjamin L. Clausen is also head of the GRI [www.grisda.org ]! 
http://www.llu.edu/pages/faculty/knick/documents/ethan_thesis_v4_final.pdf 

False Claim 
SDA universities affirm the Genesis creation account. 

Rebuttal  
What of the science department at Andrews University that is controlled by Professor Goodwin? If they can promote evolution 
can everybody else? What does Ted Wilson think of Ellen White’s view of the Earth being 6,000 years old? What do Raul 
Esperenta, Jim Gibson, Timothy Standish think of radiometric dating? 

False Claim  
The GRI and the BRI are creationists who believe in six day creationism. They are the same as Answer In Genesis, Institute for 
Creation Research or Creation Ministries International. 

Rebuttal  
They openly hate creationism and creationists organizations. 
http://www.adventistarchives.org/docs/AAR/AAR19950311-V100-09__C.pdf 
24 The GRI [www.grisda.org ] at Loma Linda University does not believe in the geological column. 

Rebuttal  
If you download the following document you will see that the GRI staff endorse standard uniformitarian geology in the class room 
just as much as a secular humanistic university in China. 
http://www.llu.edu/pages/faculty/knick/documents/ethan_thesis_v4_final.pdf 
One of the signatures on the document is Benjamin L. Clausen, Associate Professor of Geophysics. Benjamin L. Clausen is also 
head of the GRI [www.grisda.org]! 

The Age Of The Earth Is The Age Of Mankind  
A rebuttal to Sabbath School Quarterly 

 
1. Genesis 1:1-5 
The Earth was only in darkness 12 hours. 
 
2. Exodus 20:8-11 
The Earth as old as the Sabbath. Mark 2:28 - Made for Man. This text is a direct quote from Genesis 1:1-3 
 
3. Exodus 31:17, 18 
The heavens and Earth were made IN the creation week [Psalm 146:6]. Not millions of years before. 
 
4. Psalm 33:6-9 
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God’s miracles are instantaneous (1 Corinthians 15:52). Direct reference to Ex 20:8-11. 
 
5. Proverbs 8:29-31 
The foundations of the Earth are as old as mankind. 
 
6. Isaiah 41:4 
If Genesis 1:1 took place millions of years ago you have a problem. 
 
7. Isaiah 41:26, 48:3 
God spoke to man since the beginning. Who was God declaring to if the planet was lifeless for millions of years? God’s prophets 
have been here since the Earth began. This verse states that God caused them to hear His voice. Who were the ‘them’ millions of 
years before the literal week? 
 
8. Isaiah 64:4 
This verse in clear about man being here since the very beginning. 
 
9. Zechariah 12:1 
The burden of the word of the LORD for Israel, said the LORD, which stretches forth the heavens, and lays the foundation of the 
earth, and forms the spirit of man within him. Laid the foundations in Adam’s era. 
 
10. Matthew 13:35 
Who was God keeping secrets from if Man was not here at the Earth’s foundations? 
 
11. Matthew 19:4-6 
Why does Jesus state that God made Adam and Eve in the beginning if the beginning was 5,000 million years before hand. Adam 
would have arrived only in the last 0.0000001 % of Earth’s history. Man has been here since the very beginning of creation. This 
wipes out the idea that the Earth was here millions of years as a lifeless planet. The Bible also states that Marriage has been here 
since the beginning. Why does Jesus put together the creation of mankind (Genesis 1:26-31) with the beginning (Genesis 1:1) as 
one time event? 
 
12. Matthew 25:34 
The Bible teaches that the Plan of salvation has been here since the Earth began. This is meaningless if it were a lifeless planet. 
 
13. Mark 10:6 
Why does Jesus state that God made Adam and Eve in the beginning if the beginning was 5,000 million years before hand. Adam 
would have arrived only in the last 0.0000001 % of Earth’s history. Man has been here since the very beginning of creation. This 
wipes out the idea that the Earth was here millions of years as a lifeless planet. The Bible also states that Marriage has been here 
since the beginning. Why does Jesus put together the creation of mankind (Genesis 1:26-31) with the beginning (Genesis 1:1) as 
one time event? 
 
14. Mark 13:19 
This verse is meaningless unless Human suffering has been here since the beginning. 
 
15. Luke 1:70 
This verse is clear that God’s prophets have been here since the very beginning - Genesis 1:1. 
 
16. Luke 11:50, 51 
The Earth is as old as Abel. Abel has been here since the foundation of the world. Hebrews 1:10 states that God laid the 
foundations of the earth in the beginning. 
 
17. John 8:44 
This verse states that Satan was a deceiver from the beginning. Who was Satan deceiving billions of years before the creation 
week? The beginning is obviously the beginning of the creation week when God made Adam. 
 
18. John 9:32 
This verse looses meaning unless Humans have been here since the world began. 
 
19. Acts 3:21 
God’s prophets have been here since the Earth began. 
 
20. Hebrews 4:3, 4 
All of God’s creative works were finished when He made the foundations of the Earth. This means that there was no second 
creation period later on as put forward by the Gap Theory. Genesis 1:1 therefore marked the beginning of the literal week as all 
His works were completed in the time period that includes verse 1. If God was creating the Earth millions of years ago and all His 
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creative works finished there and then no creative works could have taken place during the literal week as all his works were 
finished millions of years before at the initial foundation of the world. 
 
21. Hebrews 9:26 
Who was Christ suffering for millions of years before the creation week? Sinners have been here virtually (99.9999 % of Earth’s 
history) since the Earth’s foundations - Romans 5:12. The foundations of the world mentioned in this verse is the beginning 
[Hebrews 1:10]. 
 
22. Hebrews 11:2 
No pre-existing matter used in the literal week. A Direct quote from Psalm 33:6, 9. Also a Direct reference to Exodus 20:8-11, 
Genesis 1:1-3 
 
23. Revelation 13:8, 17:8 
The Plan of salvation was needed since the beginning of the Earth. Was Christ’s death necessary millions of years before the 
creation week? If so who were the people before the literal week He was to die for? These verses are clear that the Righteous and 
wicked have been on this planet since the very beginning. 
 
 
 
Paul Nethercott 
Thursday, 27 December 2012 
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